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large. Their pamphlets vanished from the bookstalls and got
no " Press *'. They said things to their patients, but they
found their patients incredulous in the face of an enormous
volume of skilled assertion.
This book is no picture of the Edwardian-Georgian age,
but these simple circumstances have to be stated here if the
reader, in this new and vivid world of adventure and disaster
in 'which we live to-day, is to understand the way in which
Mrs Richard Tewler did herself to death.
The newspapers began to look for Mrs Tewler in real
earnest in the benign reign of King Edward the Seventh.
Then it was that "Constant Reader", in anticipation of
Professor Crew, changed sex. In the old days when Richard
was alive, Mrs Tewler hardly ever glanced at the paper.
She took no interest in Politics or what men had considered
to be news, and it was only when she discovered the existence
of " Aunt Jane " and " Dorothy Wisdom " through such
publications as the Mothers* Vade-mecum, that she spread out
her reading to the new daily Press, so different from the grey
uneventful expanses of the old.
She began to read first about bargains and cosmetics,
because, although no decent Christian woman paints her
face or does anything of that sort, it might be possible to
learn something about one's appearance that did not involve
that. Naturally her attention flowed over to the more
intimate discussions beside them.
There was " that tired feeling ". She had it. But she did
not realise what it meant for her until the salesmen told her.
It meant the onset of anaemia and then pernicious anaemia.
For that a certain blood mixture was admirable. She stocked
that and forgot to note its effect because next she was being
made conscious of a whole series of neuralgic pains.
They flitted about, pursued by tiervous panaceas, and got to
her head. There always had been times when she had had
headaches, but never the. splitting headaches she realised
after she had seen a picture of a mighty fist hammering nails
into a head. It was liver pills she needed for that, and they
were added to her medical menu.

